
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

Autumn  2016          U1 

 Mathematics and Numeracy -  ICT Maths 

workout levels,- Abacus 1, Numicon daily 

activities,   

 Cooking weight measure /money shopping 
***** 

 Shape space milk bottle igloo *** 

 Handling data tally charts favourite ice cream  
*******  

 

 

 

 Key: 

* Literacy  *D.T       *MFL 

* Numeracy  *P.E        *Welsh 

* ICT   *R.E       *Music 

* History  *PSHE     *Science 

*Geography  *Art 

 Languages literacy and communication  

Fiction 

 Extended stories: Polar animals, 

explorers***** 

Non-fiction 

 Explanation texts: How do polar bears 

survive in the Arctic? **** 

 Instructions: how to make a warm 

drink***** 

 Posters Captions and labels********* 

Poetry  

        Polar bear Polar bear - animal poetry/   

landscape / hiku ***** 

Humanities  

 Read and write about Significant events: 

Titanic**** 

 Significant people: Polar explorers**** 

  Contrasting locality: Antarctica (environment, 

weather, landscape, animals) ******* 

 Climate change and pollution (melting ice caps) 
* **** 

 Locality of the school: using maps, local walk 

  
 

 

  Expressive Arts  

 Observational drawings and paintings of 

ice and snows, ****  

  Paper mache polar animals**** 

 Milk-bottle igloos ******-  

 Chalk pictures*** 

  Northern lights, painting techniques****** 

 

Science and technology 

 Comparing animals and plants: 

UK and Antarctica***** 

 Variation and change in humans 

and animals***** 

 Insulation***** 

 Changing materials***** 

 Making arctic roll***** 

  
 

Health and well-being 

 Gymnastics: rocking and rolling, 

travelling****** 

 Dance: polar explorers***** 

 Moving different ways on ice, 

 on land in snow . ******  

 

 

 Patterns in nature****  

 Natural world and our 

responsibilities*****  

 Harvest foods and health  / make a 

Sukkot ****** 

 

 

 Northern lights / creative music 

to painting ***** 

 Titanic theme tune 

 Graphic scores 

 Wind music***** 

 

Polar Regions 

 

 

 

 

  Create topic games  with  ‘Choice 

board’  app******* 

  Book creator animal stories ****** 

 Use QR codes to follow instructions 
**** 

 Research internet and U tube polar 

regions video clips ******* 


